FRENCH POLITICAL THOUGHT
To this unlimited legal sovereignty Maistrc places only two
limitations—both limitations of fact, not of law. The first is
one of common sense : " the sovereign can command with real
and durable effect only what is within the boundaries of what
is admitted by public opinion, and he does not draw those
boundaries "1; further, there are occasions when a de facto
power commands allegiance before one dejure, and that is when
society itself is in danger. Maistre believed that after 1793
the Jacobins should be obeyed as the true rulers of France in
the face of the national emergency.
Closely bound up with his view of society was his view of
human nature and action. Man acts, he said, not from reason
but from emotion, sentiment, prejudice, and our aim should
be to found society on right prejudices, to surround man's
cradle with dogmas, so that when reason awakens he can
find his opinions all ready made, at least on everything that
bears on conduct. "Nothing is so important for him as his
prejudices/'
Reason being helpless, so is will: nothing stable in politics
can be achieved by human volition, nothing can be made;
this was the cardinal error of the Revolution. That which is
written is naught; only the spirit matters. Take the British
Constitution (in its unreformed days), for which Maistre
entertained an admiration based on profound ignorance and
misunderstanding: " it was certainly never made a priori. Men
never met and said, ' Let us create three powers, balanced in
such and such a manner,' Nobody gave it a thought; the
constitution was the work of circumstances, and the number of
these is infinite. Roman ecclesiastical and feudal laws* Saxon,
Norman and Danish customs, privileges, prejudices and claims
of all kinds, ^wars, revolts, revolutions, conquests, crusades,
virtues and vices, knowledge and passions of every sort- --all
these elements working together, mixing together, reacting
on ^each other, formed numberless thousands of combinations
which finally produced after several centuries a writing of
the most complex character and the finest equilibrium of
political forces ever seen in this world"; and he says else-
1 Entrctiens, chap. vii.
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